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Beautiful Samurai, White Tiger has 56 ratings and 2 reviews. Japanese police inspector Toshi and his American partner
John are back in this sequel to His.

The massive tiger with the ferocious and violent face feels like a real king in the dense jungles. The skillful
shading work accentuates all details and creates the natural atmosphere. The striking Japanese tiger tattoo
extends over the leg and attracts by its beauty. The majestic tiger performed in the traditional orange-black
tones looks very aggressive and vicious, and it seems as if the beast is going to attack you. The dark, smoky
background highlights the animal and makes it catchier. This brightly-colored predator with amber yellow
eyes depicted so realistic that you can feel its wild and mighty nature. The smoky swirls in the background,
imitating the waves,give gracefulness to the motif, and the dinky cherry blossom flowers add some vividness
and color to this tat. Look how cool is this Japanese tiger tattoo embracing the leg sleeve. The savage tiger
with the wild grin accompanied with the tidal waves looks masculine and has a deep-rooted symbolism in the
Japanese culture. The tiger paired with the waves conveys wisdom, determination and courage. This neat
Japanese tiger head tattoo design is definitely for strong-willed personalities with the bold character. The inky
black lines and the cool shading highlight all details and convey the fierce nature of this beast. The violent
predator depicted in the black-gray color scheme looks glorious and impressive. According to some legends,
this animal can protect you from misfortunes and troubles. The acid-bright Japanese tiger tattoo extends the
sleeve. The strikingly colorful tiger combines well with the traditional Japanese symbols: This wonderful
tattoo design holds a many-sided symbolical meaning: The awe-inspiring Japanese tiger tattoo inked on the
half sleeve. This astonishing black-gray tiger with the dangerous grin and furious eyes portrayed so
realistically that it can give you the shivers. The nifty highly-detailed Japanese tiger tattoo design extends over
the arm. The enraged tiger featured with its gorgeous fur stands out in the inky background, and the national
Japanese flowers like lotus and the cherry blossom add some color to the motif and fill the image with the
symbolism. This tattoo design represents power, courage and energy. If you want to highlight your determined
and forceful nature, you can get tattooed this fabulous Japanese tiger tattoo design. The exciting Japanese tiger
tattoo extends over the whole sleeve. The roaring tiger with the severe face climbing out of the jungles. This
wild animal can keep you away from the misfortunes and the evil spirits. The snazzy Japanese tiger tattoo
carved on the arm. This brilliant feline done in the bluish color can catch many eyeballs and will reveal your
strong and domineering character. This mighty beast riches in symbolical meaning: The intricately-designed
Japanese tiger tattoo design decorates the arm. The smoky swirls resemble the dust clouds and accentuate the
fierce nature of this predator, and the green grass and the leaves keep the natural feel. The stunning Japanese
tiger tattoo extends over the arm. This fascinating animal made in the black-and- white technique will outline
your masculinity and will serve you as a lucky charm, protecting you from the evil eye. The enraged tiger with
the aggressive look and the knife-sharped teeth arouses the fear. The graceful black swirls in the background
add contrast to the image. Choose this cool vivid Japanese tiger tattoo covering the leg. The marvelous
Japanese tiger tattoo extends over the calf. The beautiful blending of the warm colors such as orange and
yellow, with the dark tone, helps to express the wild beauty of this animal and highlights its predatory nature.
This Japanese tiger tattoo inked on the chest looks extremely sensational. The blue-toned tiger with the wild,
bloodthirsty face is going to attack its victim. The red leaves on the sides and the grass imitation serve to add
the realistic effect. The amazing Japanese tiger tattoo with the calm face extends over the arm. This royal
predator can be not only a symbol of the destructive force and aggression, it can also represent wisdom, beauty
and reasonableness. This badass Japanese tiger tattoo inked on the stomach look like a sticker. Look at this
awe-inspiring Japanese tiger tattoo embellishing the back. The awesome king-size tiger standing on the rock
looks lifelike due to the perfectly chosen color scheme and the shading. This fierce black-white animal gives
the saucy appeal to the body. This tremendous Japanese tiger tattoo inked on the back is the real masterpiece.
The furious Bengal tiger is greatly incorporated into the whole scene. This flamboyant tat astonishes with its
detailed work: The huge Japanese tiger tattoo covers the whole back. The cool aggressive tiger with the
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Sakura tree looks very sophisticated and symbolize power, sensuality and beauty. Every man wants to feel like
the real tiger, and this wild cat can help you to outline your forceful and passionate nature, and reveal your
bold character. The stunning Japanese tiger tattoo design is performed in the red-orange color gamut. The
creeping predator with the fierce look is going to attack its victim. The astonishing Japanese tiger tat inked on
the thigh. The severe open-mouthed beast depicted in the surrounding of the bodies of the flame which
highlight the hot and fierce nature of this majestic animal. The splendid Japanese tiger tattoo embellishes the
quarter sleeve. The awesome Bengal tiger accompanied with the cherry blossom flowers looks like a real king
of the wildlife. This royal animal greatly combines wisdom and beauty. This picturesque Japanese tiger tattoo
design covering the upper part of the body and the thigh will definitely create a furor. Two hunting Bengal
tigers brilliantly incorporated into the scene. All the elements like flowers, waves and leaves carry a huge
symbolical meaning: The mind-blowing Japanese tiger tattoo design inked on the back fascinates with the riot
of the colors. The vivid furious tiger depicted in its natural conditions looks absolutely realistic. The massive
blue flower gives the tropical effect, and the black swirls make the motif more elegant and sophisticated. This
tattoo piece resembles a family portrait: In the mythology of the Asian countries, the tiger stands for
motherhood, hearth and wisdom. The black-grey Japanese tiger tattoo carved on the sleeve. The violent
roaring animal surrounded with the amazing lotuses convey the forceful and brave personality of the bearer.
The savage predator with the aggressive face and the massive paws looks outstanding, and the tender pink
flowers make this design feminine and stylish. The rabid Bengal imaged in the nature background is going to
tear to pieces its innocent victim. This tat is done not as a whole piece, but in the form of the wavy lines, and it
makes this motif offbeat and creative. The showy Japanese tiger tattoo on the quarter sleeve has a catchy look.
The fierce predator combines well with the swirling waves and represents energy, purity and power. The
smoky background serves to highlight the main elements and make them more vivid. The tiger is a
sought-after tattoo idea, and it enjoys popularity not only among men but among women as well. This sweet
wild cat can protect the bearer from the troubles and misfortunes. The nifty Japanese tiger tattoo motif
inscribed on the chest: These two animals represent the battle between the good and the evil, where the tiger
symbolize justice and wisdom, and the snake stands for depravity and seduction. What makes this Japanese
tiger tattoo design unique is the blending of the contrast colors. The grey-white tones artistically convey the
tiger fierce nature, and the blue lotus adds a little bit color to the motif. This black-white Japanese tiger tattoo
design starting from the back and stretching to the hip can become a wonderful decorative element of the
every fashionista because tiger tattoos are very stylish and always in trend. This amazing Japanese tattoo
extends over the sleeve. The gorgeous Bengal tiger with the sweet face sitting in the jungles can grab many
eyeballs. This wild cat brings success into your business and can become your talisman. The fabulously-done
Japanese tiger tattoo placed on the forearm. The vicious predator gazes piercingly and is ready to jump at you.
This glorious animal can be a constant reminder of your strong and wild nature. The impressive Japanese tiger
tattoo made in the watercolor style covers the back. The royal feline with the composed and calm face
expression looks extremely realistic and fascinates with its aesthetic appeal. This flamboyant Japanese tiger
tattoo adorning the entire back resembles a piece of art. The roaring beast in the dark background expresses
the power and the might. Two noble Bengal tigers with the composed faces depicted on the nature express
wisdom and sensibility. The skillful shading work and perfectly chosen color gamut create the natural
atmosphere. The awe-inspiring Japanese tiger tattoo placed on the quarter sleeve. The intricately-detailed beast
secretly looking out of the leaves in a search of the next victim. If you are a brave person with the
out-of-the-box mindset, you can get inked this cool Japanese tiger tattoo on the head. The tiger combines well
with the scarlet rose, and this great tandem stands for beauty, love and passion.
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This book was previous published in by Torquere Press. It has been revised for re-release. Their investigation
takes them into the murky underworld of the Japanese mob, and eventually leads them undercover to the
temple of the White Tiger, a place of spirituality, love and danger. Learning the ways of the White Tiger opens
John up to his psychic ability in unexpected ways, and brings the lovers closer than they ever thought possible.
Sedonia Guillone is the author of His Beautiful Samurai and My Hot Muse, stories that blend high eroticism
with tender characters to create unique and powerful romances. His arms met cool sheets and empty space. He
opened his eyes and threw back the covers. Iron strength gripped Yuzo from behind, pinning his arms to his
body. Yuzo thrashed and twisted but the hand over his mouth had a cloth Lead filled his body. His eyelids
shuttered and everything went black Something heavy pressed on his eyelids. He opened his mouth to yell but
the same pressure filled his mouth. Seconds passed before he realized his tongue was resting against the fuzz
of cloth. The reality slammed through the blackness. What the hell was happening? His heart began to race
and sweat erupted on his skin, heating it and whatever he was lying on. He tried to shift his body, tried to get
up. More restraints squeezed his wrists and ankles. He was trussed up like a chicken for the slaughter. He
heaved several breaths around the gag and forced himself to relax. He had to know by now that Yuzo was
missing. Just to wait and survive until then. Yuzo listened for sounds. The occasional honk of a car horn
punctuated the quiet. The low rumble of an airplane passing over. The air smelled like fish frying in oil.
Footsteps sounded from a small distance and he heard the click of a door being opened. He caught his breath,
his body tensed like wires. Was this fucking possible? He grunted and pulled against the bonds.
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White Tiger is much more than a love-hotel for gay men, in which Kiku and his followers practice and embrace spiritual
enlightenment through sex. It is the sanctuary for young gay men trying to escape the Yakuza's brutal cluches.

Source What Tigers Mean When it comes to animal tattoos, the tiger ranks up there with the best of them.
Tigers have been a part of fashion, magic acts, and carnivals for years. Their beautiful stripes make them very
attractive in fashion, art, and tattoos. Although the lion is considered to be the king of the jungle, it is actually
the tiger. The largest percentage of tigers live in the dense jungles of Asia. The beauty and symbolism of the
tiger has made it a highly sought-after tattoo. The Bengal and Siberian tigers are absolutely beautiful animals.
The Bengal is orange with black stripes, while the Siberian is white with black stripes. They are deadly jungle
predators. The humans who still live in the jungles where these tigers roam have to be on constant alert for
them. The tiger has played a very important role in Asian cultures, such as China and Japan. In these cultures,
the tiger ranks right up there with the dragon. You may also see tiger tattoos that actually have a dragon.
Japanese Samurai had tigers on their crests. As you have already read, the tiger is an endangered animal. Due
to this fact, the tiger tattoo has become very important for those who care about the tiger species and
conservation. These people wear the tiger tattoo with pride as a reminder of their work. As of today, there are
only a few thousand left in the entire world. The species became endangered after people had been hunting
them for their fur. The tiger can be portrayed in a variety of different ways. Some show it with a calm
expression, while others may show it looking fierce. Many show the tiger in the jungle. Some tiger tattoos will
only portray the head of the tiger and others show the entire body. Click thumbnail to view full-size Tiger
head by Steve Byrne.
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Around him, the flashbulbs of the crime scene photographers went off like tiny fireworks. His hands already
encased in latex gloves, he pressed his palms together, steepled in front of him, and bowed his respect to the
dead. As did his partner, Natsuka Yamamoto, beside him. The victims of this third killing in nearly six
months, their naked, stiffening bodies still intertwined, had been skewered. Natsuka delicately covered the
victims with a white cloth then approached Toshi, shaking his head sadly. The katana tented the cloth in the
most macabre way. Forensics had already done the preliminary, time and cause of death. No smoking on a
crime scene. Natsuka nodded and went to give the order. He began to look around. Not one crime scene had
turned up any useful leads. All they had so far in all this time was that the form of the murders was identical
and that the victims were either married people having an illicit affair or a couple together whose relationship
was rocky. As good a motive as any. Autopsies showed that the wounds were self-inflicted moments before
death. Men and women, both in service jobs, both solitary types. Profiling had gotten them that far. And only
that far. Where were they getting the damned swords? The murder weapons turned out to be original swords
smithed by one Koto Naomasa, one of the great sword smiths of nineteenth century Japan. They seemed to be
coming out of thin air. The case was nothing but dead ends, literally and figuratively. Somewhere in the
shadows, another Charles Manson was sending out his brainwashed minions to kill. Natsuka went to round up
the hotel staff and to have the manager contact off-duty employees to come in for questioning. As always, the
room yielded no clues. It seemed the killer did what he always did. Entered the room, unnoticed by the lovers
engaged in the act, speared them together then turned around and left. There was nothing to do now except
wait for forensic reports and to speak with the staff. Toshi watched the sheet-covered stretcher being carried
out of the room. He shook his head, fighting down a wave of nausea. The sick feeling was as much from
frustration as from horror. How the hell was he supposed to prevent further murders if the killer continued to
slip through their fingers like sand on the beach? If he and Natsuka had been the only ones working on this
case, he might have understood the difficulty of turning up leads, but a team of twenty men and women
working around the clock? His cell phone rang. Toshi pulled off a glove and retrieved the phone from his
pocket. One glance at the ID window showed the caller was his superior. He took a deep breath. Same
situation as always? Hunting a serial killer did not allow one time for such trivialities as personal grooming. It
was a terrible response, but the only one he had in the moment. He, himself, lived in this area and had a vested
interest in keeping it safe. Leave the other teams to finish the inquiries and come in. I have something to tell
you. With the crime scene now secured, he and Natsuka would have to come back in and search the place
again in the morning. Which was really only a few hours away. Good thing there was a Starbucks right by the
station. Natsuka was at the doorway of the room, looking at him. So far, no one here has seen or heard
anything suspicious. Management is still looking for all the off-duty employees. He followed the older man
down the hall, into the elevator. His own father, a high-ranking diplomat, had always been stern and distant,
demanding perfection. Mazao Genjin hated that his son was a policeman. Policing was a job for the son of
blue collar men, as he had put it from his place across the table at dinner so many years ago. Not for the son of
a diplomat and descendant of a samurai family. As if such social ranks still applied to modern day society. All
that personal freedom andâ€¦wellâ€¦Michael, had gotten into his blood. But honestly, it was his own doing. Or,
rather his nature. So, here he was. Halfway down to the lobby, he realized his body had already begun to tense,
bracing himself for what the chief would have to say. He stared at the screen. Police were loading
sheet-covered corpses, apparently two bodies together, into the medical van outside of what appeared to be a
fancy hotel. The top of the sheet protruded upward, attesting to the sword. It was obvious the killer had
skewered his victims together. Police have been frustrated in the efforts to capture the Ronin Killer before his
next strike. Their only clue is the manner in which two victims are killed at once, either in an embrace or
during sexual intercourse. He continued to watch the footage. They refused to comment on the string of
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murders. They were leaving the building. A middle-aged, shorter man walked in front of the other detective,
seeming to shield him, but the cameras managed to catch glimpses of the second detective. A few seconds
sufficed for John to see that the younger man was slim and handsome. John watched the screen, his gaze glued
on the taller figure of the young detective until he was no longer visible. The segment ended and John
switched off the set. He shook his head. There was a time when he would have immediately booked a flight to
Tokyo and turned up at the police station, offering his services to catch the killer. Hell, that Japanese detective
was almost good-looking enough to pull him from his rest cure. His hands had only stopped shaking in the last
week. He pushed the image of that guy from his mind, fighting back the nagging spirals of heat whispering
about in his long-neglected groin area. John Holmes filled his days with walks in the park, counseling at the
VA, and whatever leisure and athletic activities would keep him fit between reading trashy detective novels
and staring into space. No antique stores for him, nor any other place where the lives of the dead could crash
in on him. No touching other people so he could experience all their grief and anguish and learn their deepest
secrets. He was resting until his own soul told him he was ready again. The private, unlisted number that only
his agent, Dick Watson had, not even his own family. It had also been worth his peace of mind to invest in an
agent to run interference with police stations, press and general curiosity mongers and tire kickers. He propped
his bare feet up on the glass coffee table. She wants you to come to dinner soon. The pressure of a
post-traumatic stress disorder suffering psychic as a lover had been too much for the guy. Brett had secrets
that, when John touched him, were no longer secrets. He definitely appreciated when someone else did the
cooking. Baked beans from a can got awfully tiresome after a while. Dick cleared his throat. How many cases
could be solved if he just helped? Dick was shrewd and prudent and John trusted him implicitly. Have you
started watching the news again? This was going to be a doozy. This was too damn weird. And about five
minutes ago, I got a call from the superintendent of that district, asking, no pleading, for your services. The
victims are found slain with the sword. Their fingerprints match the fingerprints on the murder weapon each
time. So far the police have not been able to establish a connection.
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Tiger tattoos can be combined with some other tattoos like Japanese dragon, bear, snake, samurai, roses, face,
with its cub and quotes etc. Tiger tattoos are much popular in Japan as much dragon tattoos. There is a
beautiful story behind tiger and dragon tattoos in Japanese culture. Because both are Buddhist symbol. These
are two wildly spirit, mortal enemies intricately linked together by destiny. These two represents balance of
power because both derives fighting power towards each other. Tiger designs are so beautiful and attractive
that everyone wish to have them. So, Here we collects best of best tiger tattoos gallery for you. Hope you will
like these pictures from gallery. Let us know your views and opinion in comment below. Tiger face tattoos
designs on arm for guys. Tiger and lotus flower tattoo on inner arm for men. Tiger face tattoo design on
shoulder for boys. Watercolor tiger tattoo on ribs ideas for girls. Tiger tattoo on hand ideas for men and
women. Tiger tattoo designs on thigh ideas for men and women. Tiger tattoo on full arm with rose and
compass designs for guys. Watercolor tiger face tattoo on back designs for men. Traditional tiger face tattoo
on arm for men. Black and white tiger tattoo on ribs ideas for men. Japanese tiger face tattoo with quote on
inner forearm. Tiger with cub tattoo design on back ideas for men and women. Tiger face tattoo on arm ideas
for men. White tiger face with blue eyes tattoo on arm. Tiger with green eyes tattoo design on chest ideas for
men. Geometric style Tiger tattoo ideas for men and women. Tiger face tattoos ideas on forearm for men and
women. Beautiful tiger face and eyes tattoo on forearm. Cool tiger eyes tattoo on arm ideas for men. Angry
tiger tattoo on thigh ideas for girls. Roaring tiger face tattoo on shoulder designs for guys. Tiger face with
mandala flower tattoo on leg ideas for girls. White tiger with blue eyes tattoo on thigh ideas for girls. Tiger
tattoo designs on arm ideas for men. Small watercolor tiger face tattoo on inner arm. Tiger tattoo on back ideas
for men. Tiger with men face tattoo on inner forearm. Tiger tattoo designs on chest for men. Tiger tattoo
designs on forearm for guys. Tiger tattoo designs on thigh for girls. Tiger tattoo designs on arm and shoulder
for boys. Tiger face tattoo on forearm designs for girls. Tiger tattoo designs on hand for men and women.
Tiger tattoo designs on leg for girls. Tiger tattoo designs on shoulder for men. Black tiger tattoo designs on
shoulder for guys. Tiger face tattoo on inner forearm designs for men and women. Tiger tattoo designs on full
arm ideas for men. Tiger tattoo designs on shoulder. Beautiful tiger face tattoo design on inner forearm ideas
for women. Tiger tattoo designs on leg. Geometrical tiger face tattoo on leg ideas for men. Tiger tattoo designs
on ribs ideas for girls. Tiger face tattoo designs on thigh ideas for girls. Angry tiger tattoo face designs on
inner forearm ideas for boys. Tiger face tattoo designs under arm ideas for men and women. We hope you like
these tattoo designs. Please like and share.
Chapter 6 : Byakkotai - Wikipedia
Sedonia Guillone is the author of His Beautiful Samurai and My Hot Muse, stories that blend high eroticism with tender
characters to create unique and powerful romances. Excerpt: Prologue With his eyes still closed, Yuzo rolled over to
snuggle against the warmth of his lover's body.

Chapter 7 : 50 Really Amazing Tiger Tattoos For Men And Women
beautiful samurai white tiger Download beautiful samurai white tiger or read online here in PDF or EPUB. Please click
button to get beautiful samurai white tiger book now.. All books are in clear copy here, and all files are secure so don't
worry about.
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Read "Beautiful Samurai, White Tiger" by Sedonia Guillone with Rakuten Kobo. Publisher's note: This book was
previous published in by Torquere Press. It has been revised for re-release.

Chapter 9 : Tiger Tattoo Designs For Men - King Of Beasts And Jungle
HIS BEAUTIFUL SAMURAI is a mouthwatering story of unbelievable beauty. I fell in love with Toshi; his uncertainty, his
needs and his loyalty are all attributes that make him an incredible man. I fell in love with Toshi; his uncertainty, his
needs and his loyalty are all attributes that make him an incredible man.
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